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We’re Back!

As mask mandates eased for outdoor events, the FJCC enjoyed several of
them, in-person, this May: starting with the annual Woman of the Year event
(May 2nd) and closing with the Welcome Back Extravaganza (pictured above)
on May 23rd.
Photo: (from left) FJCC Board President Bruce Moskovitz & Rabbi Eric Cohen
enjoy the sunshine and warmth at the Welcome Back Extravaganza. For
more images, go to page 15 now.
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he most recent, and most thorough, study of American Jews has just been release by the Pew
Research Center. It surveyed over 6,000 Jews, and used state-of-the-art sampling and
weighting methodologies (for the statisticians among us. Note: I believe in statistics!).

Far from the gloom and doom predicted by some, American Jewish communities are holding their
own. One key finding: while most of our young people are still marrying non-Jews, most of these
families are raising their kids Jewish. Wait! How did this happen? Only recently, my email inbox was
filled with dire warnings about intermarriage, and its threat to Jewish continuity.
Thanks to the efforts of Federations, JCCs, and other Jewish institutions and organizations, outreach
has had an impact. Making spaces for interfaith families in our synagogues has encouraged and
inspired interest in, and attachment to, Judaism. This outcome would have been shocking a couple
of generations ago. Our grandparents or great-grandparents would not have imagined anyone
wanting to “join our tribe” when they could join a different one. Times have changed.
Not all the news is good news. For example, only 20% of Jews say that their religion is a meaningful
part of their lives, and a shrinking number find synagogue services meaningful. The Conservative
movement, in particular, is facing challenging
times.
If Jews do not express their Judaism through
religion or synagogue services… how do they?
Respondents listed a few things, including:
eating Jewish food, watching Jewish films,
taking trips to Jewish places, and watching TV
shows with Jewish or Israeli themes.

“…Jews need more than a
prayer space to practice
Judaism.”

Here at FJCC, we are working on a balanced approach to offer Jewish experiences to our
community. We’ve learned a while ago that Jews need more than a prayer space to practice
Judaism. Thanks to the leadership of our Center Series, Sisterhood, Men’s Club, and Book Group,
our adults have different ways to engage with Judaism. And now, I have great hopes for a
synagogue Youth Group next school year.
Still, we must think about our services, our davvening. What can we do to make prayer more
meaningful to our community? I will give this a lot of thought over the next year.
The Pew Research Center study reveals an American Judaism that has remained relatively stable
over the last seven years. Stability is good, but it’s a “low bar.” As we emerge from the COVID
pandemic, I hope I see our community return re-invigorated, and re-energized. As we say each
Shabbos: “we have come into being to praise, to labor and to love.” May it be so!
 


Rabbi

In this issue:
Say thanks to the Heroic Hebrew School Staff with Teacher Appreciation Shabbat - Page 4
Sisterhood - Who was crowned that 2021 Woman of the Year? - Page 5
Last chance to sign up for Farmland Ride - Page 8
Special Graduation / School Transition Section - Pages 9-10
Welcome Back Extravaganza Photos - Pages 15-17
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What a remarkable Welcome Back
Extravaganza we had. It was so wonderful to
see so many faces we haven’t seen (other than,
perhaps, on Zoom!) for more than a year. The
weather cooperated (well, OK, a bit warm, but
hey, no rain and the humidity was bearable), the
food was delicious, and the band brought some
much-needed high energy to help put a dismal
pandemic behind us. Of course, every event
has its share of uh-ohs, and this was no
different – it was touch and go whether the
generator for the Mediterranean food truck was
going to cooperate (backup plan was to order
pizza!). All the entrees were appealing, and the
ice cream was the perfect ending. Even the
pets behaved! Thank you to our dedicated
Center Series committee, Mindy, Sharon, Nomi,
Cara, Marsha, John, Nadine, Adah, and Harry
for working so hard to put together this uplifting
event. I’d love to hear from you, our
congregants, on what else you’d like to see the
shul pull together this summer.
As more of our congregants get vaccinated, we
are at a point where nearly all our attendees on
Friday night and Saturday are fully vaccinated.
In those instances, we no longer require masks
in the sanctuary. We have also reconfigured the
sanctuary to expand seating and have had
meetings and events in the building including
the book club and board meetings. For
Shavuot this year, our night of learning (Tikkun
Leil Shavuot) was fully in person. Thank you to
our teachers Sharon, Leslie, David, Jeff, and
Rabbi for leading the discussions that evening.
Thanks to Carolyn and David and everyone who
brought the food the nourished the body along
with the soul.
With respect to the pandemic and changing
guidelines, I’m reminded of the quote: “Nothing
is changing, but it’s happening quickly!”
This month, on June 13th, we will celebrate our
4th annual farmland ride. As I write this, we
already have 249 riders registered. This
compares with 135 on the date of the ride in
2019! We could have as many as 325 riders on
the day of the ride. This is wonderful news for
our fundraising efforts. A special thanks to
Dena Scibilia who chairs the Farmland Ride
committee for her endless hours of work and
attention to detail ever since this event began in
2018.
Thank you, too, to Cara London and the Center
Series committee for bringing us the political
junkie, Ken Rudin, for a fascinating look at
extremist groups in the US with particular
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relevance to antisemitism. Along those lines,
we are aware of an antisemitic rant that some of
our members received on the FJCC’s Facebook
page. We have been in touch with the police,
and I reported the incident to the ADL. A
detective was assigned to the case, but all
indications are this was a prank from overseas.
In any case, we have been assured that the
police will increase their patrols around our
property.
With the beginning of summer this month it
seems odd that planning for the High Holidays
will begin shortly. We anticipate that services
will be back in the sanctuary, so I urge everyone
to make sure you get your pledge in and
participate with the rest of the community for
the High Holiday services.

So…to get you laughing:
Never criticize someone until you have walked a mile
in their shoes. That way when you criticize them,
you’ll be a mile away and you’ll have their shoes.
What did the Buddhist ask the hot dog vendor?
“Make me one with everything.”
I waited and stayed up all night and tried to figure out
where the sun was. Then it dawned on me.
I bought the world’s worst thesaurus yesterday. Not
only is it terrible, it’s terrible.
I couldn’t believe that the highway department called
my dad a thief. But when I got home, all the signs
were there.

Congratulations to Phil Stern who was the first
to solve the anagram puzzle in the May
newsletter – way to go Phil; you’ll look stunning
in your Farmland Ride T-shirt! (Snooze Alarms
= alas, no more zs)
Here’s this month’s riddle to solve: What is red
and smells like blue paint?

With gratitude,

Bruce L Moskovitz

FJCC President
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Hebre w School
School’s Out!

The Hebrew School year is over and what a year it has been.
Some experts are saying that this year was an exercise in
resilience. I think it was an exercise in dedication. Dedication on
the part of the students for coming to class enthusiastic and ready to
learn. Dedication on the part of the parents for managing the zoom
links and making time to attend the family holiday and Shabbat
programs. Dedication on the part of the teachers, Liron Singer, Emily
Quinn, Saul Katz, Laurie Rapkin and Rabbi Cohen for working so
hard under less-than-optimal settings. No matter how you slice it,
teaching on zoom is a
challenge. Dedication
from Sam Doshna, our only teacher assistant who
worked diligently to support the Hebrew Reading
and Prayer lesson. Dedication of the tutors, Ian Weitz,
Julia Sirota, Kylei Mittler, and Sam Doshna for
preparing the students for their Bnai Mitzvah.
Dedication of Kimi Mittler for her support from the
sidelines. Dedication on the part of the Rabbi for
smoothing out the wrinkles along the way.
We are busy preparing for in-person learning in the
fall. Kimi Mittler and I will be sending out Back to
School information the week of July 19th.
The best way to reach me continues to be by email
which I check regularly when I am working from
home.
Best wishes for an easy summer.

Look for the survey in your Hebrew School emails from Mrs. Walsh.
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2021 Woman of the Year
The juleps & the hats were dangerous, but the sun and the crowd was just right for the
first, in-person event since the shul shutdown last March. Congrats, Leah!

Above: Ladies Who Lunch - it was an all-call for
hats at the Kentucky Derby themed luncheon.
Below: Volunteers enjoy the fruits of their labor.
Bottom: Marsha, winner of the Best Hat Award,
enjoys the sunshine and the salad!

Above: Leah celebrates with her special recognition
with her lovely family.

Leah Greenstein
Left: It was a beautiful day for the synagogue’s first inperson event since the pandemic shut down shul last
year.
Above: Leah holds the plaque that now bears her
name, along with the WOTYs who came before her.

THANK YOU,
VOLUNTEERS:
Sonia Bellamy, Evelyn
Gabai, Carolyn
Goldman, Leah
Greenstein, Adah
Radzin, Sharon
Rednor, Rachel
Rodriguez, Sharon
Winnick. And a big
thank you to Jr.
Sisterhood, Rabbi
Cohen, Deborah
Kesselhaut, Karen
Walsh and the event
staff at the FJCC.

Above: Jr. Sisterhood announces their pick for the Best Hat
award (hint: her photo is at far right)!
Right: Our always dapper rabbi explains the ancient
perspective on gambling and racing!
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Photo credits: Dana Cohen

CONTRIBUTIONS
MARCH

General Fund
• Phyllis Lerner - This donation is given for the sale of Hametz.
Thank you! 

• Anneliese & Howard Nifoussi - in honor of all who came to
Shiva Minyanim and supported us during our shiva periods. 

• Cathie & Arthur Wetstein

• Dr. & Mrs. Seth Rubin - to Howard and Anneliese Nifoussi,
Condolences on the loss of Howard's mother Corinne.
Amy & Seth 

• Kenneth & Elaine Stern - in memory of Arlene Stern

• Lisa Martin & Seymour Mondshein - in memory of

• Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Rothstein in memory of Howard
Nifoussi's mother, Corinne Nifoussi

• Sue and Rick Rothstein Stanley Weinstein

Kiddush Fund
• Anneliese & Howard Nifoussi - Thank you to the Rabbi and the
Board for sending us a Shiva meal during both of our Shiva
periods. Anneliese and Howard Nifoussi 

• Kim & Joseph Muller - to be donated to the Flemington Area
Food Pantry in memory of Sanford Friedman from Kim Muller,
Judy Duff and Rhonda Dalton 

Rabbi Discretionary Fund
• Anneliese & Howard Nifoussi Maot Chittim

• Linda & Jerrold Atlas

• deepest sympathies on the loss of your beloved son Stephen
Joseph

• in honor of Linda & J erry, Mazel Tov on your 61st
Anniversary 

Nadine
Milecofsky - for Maot Chittim 

•
• Kim & Joseph Muller - to be donated to the Rabbi
Discretionary Fund in memory of Sanford Friedman from his
daughters Kim Muller, Judy Duff and Rhonda Dalton

APRIL - MAY

General Donations
• Marsha & Zelic Gerstein

• mazel tov on the B'nai Mitzvah of their children, Jordana and
Landon

• mazel tov to Leah Greenstein on becoming Woman of the
Year!

• refuah shlema to Kimi Mittler. For a speedy and complete
recovery!

• in memory of the yahrzeit of Evelyn Simon, beloved mother
of Marsha

• in memory of Dov Erlich, beloved brother of Rochelle.

• in memory of in memory of Corinne Nifoussi, beloved
mother of Howard

• in memory of for the yahrzeit of Sol Gerstein, beloved father
of Zel

• in memory of Norman Poppel
in memory of Steve Kalafer, beloved husband of Suzanne

• in memory of Celia Pomerantz, beloved mother of Neila
Green.

• in memory of in memory of Robert Kuchinsky
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• Dale Krakow in memory of - Steve Kalafer, beloved husband
of Suzanne

• Dr. Jeffrey & Mrs. Neila Green - in memory of Steve Kalafer,
beloved husband of Suzanne 

• Harriet and Bart Schneiderman - in memory of Steve Kalafer.
Dear Suzanne and family. We are so sorry for the loss of an
extraordinary man. My parents (Eleanor & Max Berkowitz)
were so honored to have known someone who was so generous
with his time and money for the need. May his memory be a
blessing. 

• Linda & Jerrold Atlas

• in memory of Charles Mento, beloved father of Laurie
Weinstein

• in memory of Steve Kalafer

• Marlene Dvoor - in memory of for the yahrzeit of Jacob and
Ida Dvoor, beloved parents of Marlene Dvoor 

• Mitchell & Barbara Clarin - in memory of Steve Kalafer,
beloved husband of Suzanne

• Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Rothstein - Dear Suzanne and Family,
We were very sorry to hear of your loss. Sue and Rick Rothstein
(FJCC Members)

• Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Rothstein - Dear Laurie, Mark, and
Family. We were very sorry to hear about your loss. Love, Sue
and Rick 

• in memory of Yahrzeit donations from Sue and Rick
Rothstein in memory of: Bessie Triber (Sue's grandmother)
and Minnie Arowitz (Rick's grandmother) and Jennie Silver
Goldstein (Rick's grandmother) 

• Nomi & Jack Forman - in memory Steve Kalafer, beloved
husband of Suzanne Kalafer

• in memory of Celia Pomerantz, beloved mother of Nelia
Green

• in memory of in memory of Dov Ehrlich, beloved brother of
Rochelle Gilbert

• in memory of in memory of Corinne Nifoussi, beloved
mother of Howard

Kiddush Fund
• Lois Butt - in honor of Aufruf for Rachelle and Jamie

• Bruce & Susan Kamich - in memory of for the yahrzeit of
Susan's beloved father, Harry Arcus

• George Ollwerther - in memory of Lori Ollwerther 

Rabbi Discretionary
• Cathie & Arthur Wetstein - in honor of Rabbi Cohen's birthday

• Fred Eisinger in honor of - Rabbi’ Cohen's birthday

• Linda & Jerrold Atlas

• in honor of Rabbi Cohen's birthday

• in memory of in memory of Steve Kalafer, beloved husband
of Suzanne

• Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Rothstein - Dear Rabbi, We wish you a
very Happy 60th Birthday and many, many more! Sue and Rick
Rothstein

• Sharon & Kenneth Skowronek - in honor of Rabbi Cohen's
birthday 

• Bruce Moskovitz & John Fellin in memory of Corinne
Nifoussi, beloved mother of Howard Nifoussi

Nathan
Treinish - in memory of Thelma Kaplan, mother of
•
Anneliese Nifoussi; Corinne Nifoussi, mother of Howard
Nifoussi
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“It is an unfortunate fact that we can secure peace only by preparing for war.”

THIS MONTH IN JEWISH HISTORY - THE SIX - DAY WAR

John F. Kennedy
As recent events have shown, there is no shortage of nations who would rather wipe Israel off the
map. In light of current events, let’s look at the Six-Day War…an event that changed that map of
the Middle East.
Much ink has been spilt on why and how the conflict began and ended in a flash of an eye. So
here’s a Cliff-“not” version:
Israel became aware of an attack by several Arab nations, including Egypt, Syria and Jordan. As a
preemptive strike against the impending attack, Israel Defense Forces launched air strikes that
hamstrung the air capabilities of the Arab nations who were poised to attack. The Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) followed this with a ground attack that seized highly valuable real estate from Egypt
(the Sinai Peninsula & Gaza Strip), Jordan (West Bank & East Jerusalem) and Syria (Golan
Heights). Despite a brokered cease-fire by the U.N., the face of the region was forever changed in
a way that still lingers to this day.
The spark for the war, according to History.com, was several border disputes and skirmishes
surrounding Israel on several fronts, including what is described as a ferocious air battle between
Syria and Israel. Russia unknowingly gave bad intelligence to the Syrians that Israel was moving
troops along the northern border (they weren’t) in preparation for a full-scale invasion. However,
Syria prepared for full-blown war, revealing their positions to the IDF. Egypt, in solidarity with Syria,
expelled a U.N. peacekeeping force that had been guarding the Israeli border for a decade.
By late May, President Gemal Abdel Nasser of Egypt had banned Israeli shipping from the Straits of
Tiran, further escalating the conflict. Despite calls by American President Lyndon B. Johnson that
either side should avoid firing the first shot, tensions worsened and, eventually, Israeli leaders voted
to counter the Arab buildup with a first strike…
Operation Focus was launched on June 5, 1967: it consisted of a coordinated aerial attack on
Egypt. Two hundred IDF fighters darkened the skies over Egyptian air force targets, decimating
them, and blasting their capabilities, runways, etc. Israeli planes continued on to neuter the air
forces of Syria, Jordan and Iraq. By June 5th, Israeli pilots had complete control of the skies over
the Middle East. The ground battle then ensued and continued for days, with the IDF routing the
Egyptian forces across the Sinai. By June 7th, Israel had captured the city of Old Jerusalem and
celebrated victory by praying at the Western Wall.
The last day of fighting occurred along the border with Syria, where Israel captured the Golan
Heights. The following day, June 10th, the cease-fire took effect.
Arab leaders were in shock at the speed and severity of the defeat. President Nasser even resigned
in humiliation, but was later restored after demonstrators showed overwhelming support for him
were held on the.
The Six-Day War was the proverbial rock thrown into turbulent waters. It has had rippling effects
that last to this day. Since the war, several engagements have taken place that have become a
common, intermittent occurrence, including the most recent skirmish last month. Thankfully,
technology has helped to save lives. Images of the Iron Dome stopping attacks directed at Israel
from Hamas rocket attacks have gone viral online. But so has the hate: Israeli Actress Gal Gadot
(a.k.a. Wonder Woman) sent out a heart-wrenching social media message as she prayed for her
home country and suffered a social media backlash. However, with each new administration, both
American and Israeli (as well as administrations of neighboring countries’ leadership), new
opportunities arise for a true peace. Let us hope against hope that it is soon.
Source:

History.com Editors. “Six-Day War.” History.Com, Maven Channel, 11 May 2018, www.history.com/topics/middle-east/six-day-war.
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farmland

Ride

SUNDAY, JUNE 13, 2021
Register for a 15, 30 or Metric Century (62)-mile
ride ride thru Hunterdon’s picturesque farmlands.
Start at the Flemington Jewish Community Center.

!
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bikereg.com/farmland-ride

8th Grade


Samantha Farber


Charlotte Byne


Attending RFIS in the Fall

Sarah Farber


Attending RFIS in the Fall

Lindsey Rodriguez


Attending RFIS in the Fall


Attending Hunterdon Central in the Fall

Rebecca Farber


Attending Hunterdon Central in the Fall

Jayna Kawas


Attending Hunterdon Central in the Fall


Jordana Katz

Attending Hunterdon
Middle School in the Fall


"It’s hard to beat a
person who never
gives up."
—Babe Ruth

Attending Hunterdon Central in the Fall

Hanna Sornstein


Attending Hun School of Princeton in the Fall

Ben Spinowitz


Attending Gill St. Bernard School in the Fall

Ian Weitz


Attending Hunterdon Central in the Fall

Congratulations to our Nursery School
graduates!
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SPECIAL
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Lilah Mason


SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

6th Grade


RADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

4th Grade


SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATIO

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

ION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATIO
SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

12th Grade

Samuel Doshna


University and Beyond!

Jake Clarin


Graduating from Cornell University

Matthew Rednor


Graduating from Carnegie Mellon with a BS in Materials Science Engineering

Michelle Stern


Graduating from Seton Hall School with a MS in Jurisprudence
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RADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION
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SPECIAL

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

ION SECTION

Noah Doshna


SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

Embarking on a Ph.D. Program at Drexel University


SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

SPECIAL GRADUATION SECTION

Attending Purdue University in the Fall

THIS.
IS.
THE WEB CORNER.
Each month, we will offer a link from our new website to
showcase something about the flemingtonjcc.org that you
may not have seen!
-Can’t find that email notification from the office?
-Not sure what’s going on this month?
Look no further than
The Moskovitz-Fellin Center Series
Upcoming events are on the landing page, but the
Center Series page has great information about our
offerings!

Giftshop
Do you love retail? So do we!

NAL
FOR PERSO
S H O P P IN G
CONTACT:

od
T h e S is t e r h o
at
emi
s is t e r h o o d @ fl
n g t o n jc c . o r g
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The Gift Shop is looking for help to
run our very own Pop-Up Gift Shop!
Open for special occasions and
holidays, the Pop-Up Gift Shop is a
great opportunity to venture back
into the synagogue…and proceeds
help the FJCC Sisterhood
programming, like the Progressive
Dinner! Send us an email today!
June 2021 / 21 Sivan - 20 Tamuz 5781

Giving

Update

Our wonderful FJCC Nursery School students have a green thumb…each and every one of
them. The seeds they planted only one month ago grew so big so fast that a decision was
made to plant them into the ground before Shavuot. And so, each student has planted his
or her kale, squash, zucchini, cucumber, lettuce
or basil plant into our garden, (with my help
and the help of their teachers). Much thanks to
Bruce and Sue Kamich who planted three beds
of tomatoes, lettuces, and peppers. Our nine
garden beds are green and full and growing!!!
For her bat mitzvah project Jayna Kawas,
for has begun turning our compost bed into a
functioning soil-maker. Please bring your
compostable materials to our compost bed to
help her. I’m certain Jayna would be happy to
tell you what can and cannot go be composted.
Stop by to see our garden. It’s a very happy
place. And it won’t be long before a meaningful
summer delivering fresh food to the
Flemington Food Pantry begins.
Pam Nemet
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#YoureSooooAvocadoToast

Are you a millennial? If not, be like one, and enjoy this generational
staple
Avocado Toast is a delicious, energy-boosting and plant-based way to get good fats into your bod!
Prep Time 10 minutes

Cook Time 10 minutes
Servings: 1	
Calories: 230	

Author: Emily Walker


Ingredients 

Basic Avocado Toast

•1 slice whole grain toast

•1/2 avocado sliced or
mashed salt and pepper to
taste

•red pepper flakes to taste 

Avocado Toast with Egg 

•1 egg cooked the way you
like it

•5 cherry tomatoes sliced

•salt and pepper to taste 

Honey Feta Avocado Toast 

•1 ounce feta cheese

•1 tablespoon honey red
pepper flakes 

Instructions 

Basic Avocado Toast
1. Remove half an avocado from its shell. Lightly mash it with salt and pepper, or slice it.

2. Spread the avocado over the toast and top with red pepper flakes.
Avocado Toast with Egg
1. Remove half an avocado from its shell. Lightly mash it with salt and pepper, or slice it.
2. Spread the avocado over the toast and top with sliced cherry tomatoes, egg, salt, and pepper.
Honey Feta Avocado Toast
1. Remove half an avocado from its shell. Lightly mash it with salt and pepper, or slice it.

2. 2. Spread the avocado over the toast and top with feta, honey, and red pepper flakes.
Notes - Nutrition facts are for basic avocado toast. 

Nutrition 

Calories: 230kcal | Carbohydrates: 20g | Protein: 6g | Fat: 16g | Saturated Fat: 2g | Sodium: 119mg | Potassium: 557mg |
Fiber: 9g | Sugar: 2g | Vitamin A: 148IU | Vitamin C: 10mg | Calcium: 42mg | Iron: 1mg 

Source & Image: FavFamilyRecipes.com
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JUNE
@ the
FJCC

BOOK CLUB
IS INPERSON!
Monday, June 21
at 7:00pm, in the
synagogue
Rain or shine!
Image source: Amazon.com
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Visit the
FJCC
website
for
more
information.
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“It’s so nice to see you!”
Congregants were downright
giddy to reconnect, in-person
and outdoors for the Welcome
Back event on May 23rd.
Grown-ups, families, teens,
puppies and even babies came
out to enjoy the fun.
Thank you to Howard Nifoussi
for capturing these wonderful
moments.
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Pooches were
certainly on
parade (and even
dancing👈 ) at the
event!
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BIRTHDAYS
1
Barry Horwitz
William Rosen
2
Joshua Butt
Nathan Lefkow
3
Lila Goldschmitt
Spencer Goldschmitt
David Levine
5
Lisa Martin
Jocelyn Pollack
6
Joan Rogow
7
Jeffrey Alexander
Sarah Sornstein
Jennifer Woollacott
8
Eileen Wolf
9
Barry Rubin
10
Rachel Farber
Josy Kestenbaum
11
Emily Clarin
Scott Gerstein
13
Lenore Levine
14
Craig Sirota
15
John Fellin
Mark Weinstein
16
Antje Doyle
Andrea Wissner
18
Florence Friedman
Hurwitz
18

Kimberly Wolff
19
Dan Gross
Barry Mittler
Dennis Shuman
20
Jeffrey Rubin
Susan Rubin
22
Ruth Wolf
26
Marjorie Rednor
29
Jack Forman
Brandon Hubert
Jayna Kawas
ANNIVERSARIES
1
Joan & Milton Rosen
4
Mona & Dein Shapiro
8
Rachel & Garry
Rodriguez
11
Shellie & Marvin
Jacobson
12
Howard Goldin &
Rhonda Krupen
13
Richard Goodman &
Stacey Gould
Judith & Michael
Liebowitz
15
Donna LevinstonBraff & Ricky Braff
17
Andrea GoldsteinByne & Scott Byne
18

Sharon & Austin
Rednor
Sharon & Kenneth
Skowronek
19
Susan & Stephen
Rubin
Nancy & Frank
Rumore
20
Arthur & Cathie
Wetstein
22
Neil & Helen Pollack
23
Jonathan & Karen
Stirberg
26
Phillip & Elise
Franklin
Emily & Jason Quinn
29
Lesley Cohen-Lee &
Cliff Lee
30
Kari & Scott Gursky
YAHRZEITS
1
Newton Brooks
Steven Epstein
Edith Hylton
Midred Stempler
Edith Weinstein
3
Rivia Hurwitz
4
Ian R. Arcus
6
Abraham Mondshein
7
Ida Kamich
7
Harret Nemeth

Happy Father’s Day!

June
19
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9
Minnie Lipsitz
10
Marc Alan Suess
11
Ezekiel Ezra
12
Simone Kestenbaum
13
Wesley Goldstein
Julius Goodman
14
Hope Blau
Carole Jacobson
Joyce Schindler
16
Barbara Friedman
Helen Handler
17
Miriam Lily Rednor
19
H. Ronald Treinish
22
Isadore Steinfeld
23
Melvyn Gross
Judith Weinstein
24
Eva Platkin
25
Jesse Mehrlust
26
David Quinn
27
Sheila Neibart
Leon Suslow
28
Louis Hurwitz
Paul Slogan
Ira Solomon
29
Shirley Cohen
Michael Horwitz

FLEMINGTON.COM

SomersetPatriots.com
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WWW.FOODARAMA.COM

marwolff444@gmail.com

gneibart@gmail.com

dgichan@mac.com
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deborahgichan.com
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TRADITIONAL VALUES, MODERN CONCEPTS, GOLDEN RULE SERVICE

At Your Service.
At Your Side. Always.
When a death occurs, you can depend on us. We
devote ourselves to your family’s needs before,
during, and after any service you plan with us.
The little things we do make a big difference:
• Educational seminars
• Grief support dogs
• Valet parking & ADA compliant
• Live funeral webcasting
• Support Groups
• Reception Services
We are committed to treating your family
exactly how we would like our own loved
ones to be treated.
That’s our promise to you.

Get eyes on your
business! Advertise in
the FJCC bulletin!
Daniel James “D.J.” Wright

Owner, Executive Director
N.J. Lic. No. 4537

38 STATE HIGHWAY 31, FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822 | (908) 782-3311

©2019 MKJ Marketing

www.loeworthodontics.com

WRIGHTFAMILY.COM
WRIGHTFAMILY.COM

www.cocoaloewco.com
liz@cocoaloewco.com

soldbygold54@gmail.com

smishkin@maidbrigade.com
centralnj.maidbrigade.com
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